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Diasporic Sensibility in Indian English Literature 

Dr.Machhindra Govind Varpe 
Associate Professor & Head 

Department of English 

Arts. Commerce and Science College Sonai. 

Tal-Newasa, Dist: Ahmednagar (MS)414105 

Abstract: 
In this research paper, an attempt has been made to define as well as to interpret the 

ierm 'diaspora, ils method and meaning and to study the literature in Indian writing in English. 

The term Indian diaspora' has become popular and fashionable. Il refers to ndian overseas 

generally A closer examination of the empirical studies on the Indian communities abroad, 

however, reveals that they are heterogeneous and that is the result of the diversity in the phases , 

pattcrns, and processes of migration of Indians abroad and their settlement as communities in 

different countries

Diasporic Writing has developed its own theoretical position privileging a double vision. 

But these theoretical explorations work in different ways and throw up questions which affect 

both personal and social concerns and have political and cultural implications. 

Expatriate wriling, in its theory and practice, is to be considered as the work of the exile 

who has experienced unsettlement at the existential political and metaphysical levels. The 

phenomenon of exile has emerged only due to une ven development within capitalism ,and due to 

the movement forced hy colonial powers. This uneven development has led to unprecedented 

migration of the Asians and Africans to the West, a lasting essence if faced with wo centres the 

external colonial or modernist, and the internal or national filiering into a personal identity 

The hybridity experienced is not just philosophical; it is also local and existential 

Key Words: Diaspora. alienation, expatriation, implications, retugee identity. culure etc. 

Introductin: 

Diaspora, etymologically derived from the Greek term "diasperian" where "dia" means 

"across and "sperian means to sow or scatter seeds", diaspora can perhaps be seen as a naming 

of the other which has historically referred to displaced communities of the people who have 
becn dislocated from their native homeland through the movements of migration imnmigration. 

or cxile. First used to deseribe the Jews living in exile from the homeland of Palestine, diaspora 

suggests a displacement from the homeland. Many Indian writers in English have contributed to 

the rich tradition of English literary studies. Writers like Mulk Raj Anand, Raja Rao, R.K. 
Narayan were the ones who made Indian English Lilerature recognised. Salman Rushdie, V.S. 

Naipaul Amitva Ghosh . Rohinton Mistry,Vikram Seth have all made their names while 
residing abroad. These non-resident Indian writers have tried to discover the feelings of 
displacement in all heir literature. In one of his interviews Amitva Ghosh said. I don't think 

migration signifies one thing.There are so many reasons why migrations take place -it could be 
economic social. political, or even related to0 education. The tems 

alienation', 'cxpatriation are synonyms and possess ambiguous status of being both a retugee 
and an ambassador. The two roles being different, the diasporic writings attempt at doing 

Diaspora' 'exile 
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justice to both. As a refugee. he sceks security and protection and as an ambassador projects 

his own culture and helps to enhance its comprehensibility. 
The chief characteristic features of the diasporic writings are the quest for identity 

.uprooting and re-rooting . insider and outsider syndrome ,nostalgia and nagging sense of guilt 

etc. The diasporie writers tum to their homeland for contact with others. These writers are 

preoccupied with the elements of nostalgia as they seek to locate themselves in new cultures. 

They write in relation with the culture of their homeland and at the same time adopt and 

negotiate with the culture space of the host land. 

However. looking at the diasporic literature in English in a broader perspective . it is seen 

that such literature helps in understanding various cultures breaking the barriers between various 

countries,glocalizing global and even spreading universal peace. 

Diasporic writing occupies a place of great significance between countries and cultures 

.Theories are generated and positions defined in order to construct new identities which further 

negotiate boundaries and confines that relate to different temporary and spatial metaphors. This 

movement causes dislocation and locations of cultures and individuals harp upon memories. 

Diasporic writers live on the margins of two countries and create cultural theories. 

Migration takes place due to various reasons and in the Indian context the migration 

movements were govened by historical political,economic reasons including higher education 

.better prospects. and marriage However, the Indian community has shown greater sense of 

adjustments, adaptability, mobility and accessibility. 

The sense of homelessness which every immigrant suffers is a genuine and intense . but 

in recent times it has been seen that this concept has been minimised and made less intense 

through their social networking and sense of solidarity. 

This aspect is brought out very beautifully by Bhiku Parekh who states: the diasporic 

Indian is "like banyan tree . the traditional symbol of the Indian way of life . he spreads out his 

roots in several soils .drawing nourishment form one when when the rest dry up. Far from being 
homeless. he has several homes . and that is the only way he increasingly comes to feel at home 

in the world."For example V.S. Naipaul who is in a perpetual quest for his roots turn to India for 

the same. Rushdie visits India to mythologise its history Mistry visits and revisits India for a 

kind of revitalisation and to reenergise his aching soul .Bharati Mukherjee's childhood memories 

harken her time again and again. 
Indian Diasporic wTitings help in many ways and is a powerful network connecting thec 

entire globe. Diasporic literature helps in circulating the information and in solving many 
problems too. It helps to rediscover the inclusiveness of India. This literature helps us as a 
channel to strengthen the bonds between different states of India and of India in relation with the 
other countries at large. Diasporic opinion helps to break through the past alienation and 
isolation which caused much injustice and abuse of human rights. 

The diasporic writings have also helped in casting a new aura around global India and 
have also contributed in building a novel image of India abroad. A famous American travelogue 
says of India," India is the cradle of the human race ,the birth place of human speech. the mother of history, the grandmother of legend and great grandmother of tradition." India is a country noted for its unity in diversity. The rich cultural heritage rituals. customs language, dress, and food stand us apart. Further . all this is made accessible to the world at large through the medium of literature. 

tradition. rites. 
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Many landmarks are created by the diasporic literature: 

1. It has helped to understand and form potentials and core competencies. 

2. Access made available to cducational. social. professional opportunities and political 

empowerment. 
3. it has made possible toe removal of all kinds of limitations and barriers -traditional. 

cultural and linguistic etc. 

4. It ignites and synergies common and shared values in addition to coalition building 

among the social and political diaspora. 

5. It also strengthens and enhances ties and bonds with other countries including Pakistan 

China. Bangladesh. and other Asian countries. 
The contemporary literature which deals with emotional problems., clearly reflects the 

pathetic eondition of the modem man. Getting uprooted from the native cultural traditions and 

values the loss of indigenous language , man's position as a mere outcast or an unaccomodated 

alien together with multiple injuries of the psyche. Thrown into an alien land as a stranger. he is 

condemned as an unwanted man 
When one arrives in a new land. one has a sense of wonder and adventure at the sight 

and feel of a landscape so different from one has been accustomed to , there is also a sense of 

isolation and fear; and intense nostalgia is a buffer to which many retreat. 

When an immigrant plunges into the present new world, he has to undergo an important change 

in the process. The assimilation does not mean a denial of the past. which is impossibility. It 

probably means giving up a rigid hold of the past. It is recognition of duality 

To sum up. V.S. Naipaul and other diasporic writers portray the middle generation of 

Indians sandwiched between the crumbling Indian past and disordered Creole present. They

reveal this generation engages in a quest for identity, recognition, roots and home They also 

express rootlessness and non-belongingness through the images of house in their earlier works 

also. 
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